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No Results, No Fees ... It's Guaranteed!

It's no secret that Americans are struggling financially. Massive layoffs, inflation, unaffordable
healthcare, skyrocketing gas prices and hiked-up interest rates on credit card accounts are Debt Negotiat ion vs. Debt Sett lement
plunging millions of consumers to the brink of bankruptcy. However, many of the would-be
bankrupt are turning to a less drastic solution to their debt problems: debt settlement.

Debt Settlement companies charge a fee based on a percentage of

Debt settlement is nothing new. It's simply an agreement between two parties to settle a debt your unsecured debt total, not per performance of each account;
for less than the outstanding balance. Lenders have been doing this for hundreds of years, usually this fee is 12% - 20%......give an example.
but the modern American banking industry started formalizing the practice aRer many of their
customers starting falling behind in the late 1980s and early 1990s. These banks setup Our Debt Negotiation program only charges a one time flat
separate departments with specially-trained negotiators who contacted delinquent customers enrollment fee and then we get paid once we have performed
and offered them a lower pay-off amount to fully settle an overdue account. (settled an account) for you; we only charge $499.00 at enrollment

and truly earn the rest our fee when we do the work....Pay per
Shortly aReiward, entrepreneurs set up companies to help debt negotiate the best possible Performance!
terms for financially distressed consumers trying to settle their debts. This marked the birth of
the modem debt settlement company . Thousands upon thousands of consumers flocked to Debt Settlement companies collect their fees monthly because they
debt settlement websites seeking more information and enrollment into a debt settlement are so high; usually this fee collection period is 6-18 months.
program and debt settlement's popularity as a bankruptcy alternative continues to grow.

Our Debt Negotiation program does not have such an excessive fee
There's good reason for debt settlement's popularity. For some, it can be the fastest and least that we have to spread it out over a period of time; THERE ARE NO
expensive form of debt relief besides bankruptcy. According to most debt settlement MONTHLY FEES!
company and information websites, a consumer may be able to settle all settlement-eligible
debts for less than the full outstanding balance in less than three years. Debt Settlement companies interfere with your program success

because of their fee format; depending on a client's ability to save,
programs can be 12-18 months longer than a Debt Negotiation
Program and more expensive.

Our Debt Negotiation program is a more fair and consumer
orientated program; it usually is a shorter time period and less
expensive than a Debt Settlement Program.
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It's a little-known fact that when you fall further and further behind on your payments,
creditors would much rather agree to settle your debts than have you file bankruptcy and
not get paid at all, says debt expert Gerri Detweiler, author of The Ultimate Credit
Handbook."

In exchange for an agreed-upon one-time payment — typically, between 20% and 75% of
what you owe — the creditor forgives the rest of your debt and starts reporting it to the
credit bureaus as settled. Meanwhile, you' ll need to put money aside toward the
settlement and stop making payments to your creditors. On your credit reports, the
balances of settled debts will show $0. However, any previous history of delinquent
payments or charge-offs will remain on your report. Not surprisingly, creditors don't like to
advertise debt settlement. They also make it an extremely difficult solution to pursue. As a
rule, creditors won't negotiate with consumers who are current on their bills, often refusing
to discuss settlements unless you' re at least three to six months behind, explains
Detweiler. That means dodging collections calls while trying to save up the cash for a
settlement.

Helpful Links: Credit Card Calculator Accounts Serviced Throu h Noteworld
Noteworld.corn Video Demo

«Back To Debt information
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*Estimates based on prior results; individual results will vary based on circumstances, including your ability to save sufficient funds and complete the program. Settlement percentages
exclude program fees. We do not guarantee that your debts will be lowered by a specific amount or percentage or that you will be debt-free within a specific period of time. We do not
assume consumer debt, make monthly payments to creditors or provide tax, bankruptcy, accounting or legal advice or credit repair services. Not available in all states. Please contact a
tax professional to discuss tax consequences of settlement. Read and understand all program materials prior to enrollment, including potential adverse impact on credit rating.
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